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Zafar Commences Trance Channeling  
 
We bow before you. We thank each and every one of you for being here today. Thank you. 
 
We now ask that you connect with your feelings. To feel how it feels to be here right now. And if 
any of you are in doubt about your own feelings, we ask you to leave right now. This is not a 
request, this is not a command. It is not beneath you, it is not above you to make this decision. 
Please know that if you have come here this Sunday to be a sitter and only a sitter, it is best that 
you do not sit with us. This (Group Member) Master will refund your money as you exit. Take a 
moment and connect with your feelings and make a decision. 
 
There are some people who are very unsure as to what the hell they are doing here. Please 
understand, at any moment you feel like getting up and walking out, please do so with all love and 
respect and honor. Please don’t feel obliged. 
 
This meeting is starting of well :) Lets chant please. (Om 9X) 
 
Please send pure love here (points to Zafar's torso). Don’t send this energy to this vessel but feel 
love towards this vessel. It will aid him tremendously today. Thank you. 
 
Peace be upon you. we are the essence of the creature you know as the TIGER. We have asked 
today to be a preamble to this gathering, so that we may communicate. This year has been 
designated by many in your world as our year. This is a year of great glory for us. As we shall 
ascend this year, we shall be leaving the physical. Many of you aware of this already. We shall 
leave you before you know it. 
 
Our purpose here is almost complete. We were here to open the portals of the 9th dimension from 
where we have come. That is already done. We have enjoyed our time on this plane and we thank 
you.  Connect with us whenever you must. we will be with you in all power, in all compassion, and 
in all regality.  



 
Peace be upon you. 
 
 
Zafar re-l inks and channels the Ashtar Command  
 
Greetings from the Ashtar Command. Do not approach us with fear, because we do not 
understand that. Do not be fearful inside yourselves. You are Beings of Pure Light. If only you 
could see yourselves the way we see you. It is an honor to speak before you today; as we do 
before several groups such as this across your globe. We are here to disseminate vital information. 
vital, because there is no time within which this information must be assimilated, the time has 
already gone. that time is the present. And so you have all been brought here today, this day, the 
day  many of you would want to sit at home…in front of strange electronic boxes and do nothing. 
This is your day of respite from the duality that you term your reality.  
 
I am ASH-RAA-AAN and I am the virus in this computer you call reality. Together you and I;  we 
shall break it down till there is no duality anymore Only infinit-ality. that is what each one of you 
are. That is what I AM. There is no difference between you and I, don’t you see? Still some of you 
don’t, still you don’t. I am no different from you. I come from the same background- the same 
process of evolution. I too once had physical manifestation. I can still, if I so choose. 
 
Today we shall attempt to bring, what you term as ‘miracles’ into simple ordinary events. As easy 
as blinking your eyes, as easy as (snaps fingers). 
 
This day is vital. We have been talking about feelings since the start of this session because it is 
important. For decades now, nay for centuries, you have been praying and meditating and sending 
energy of thought to your fellow man and non man. Let us elevate this concept. 
 
The thoughts that you have been sending out are simply energy forms. They are the energies that 
power machines such as this (tape recorder) and machines such as (air conditioner) this. Still, even 
today they have no focus. 
 
Today, I am going to talk to you about a sphere-a layer of communication; a place without time 
and space. A place so resilient and so powerful, it has been termed by so many on your planet as 
the Mind of God. Today and forever, you and I shall connect with this sphere. Call it what you may, 
I do not care. The Mind of God, Heaven, The Matrix. Understand it is a place and yet not a place 
where all these things known as thought energies, thought forms all come together. It is not the 
Galactic, but the Universal Matrix, the Mind that controls everything and you and you and you are 
part of that Supreme Connection. Try and understand and expand yourselves to understand what 
it is, I am saying to you. 
 
When you pray, when you meditate, you connect with that ‘sphere’ and in that connection, you 
connect with every particle of matter and non matter in this Universe. I am saying to you today, 
what your sages have said to you for millennia. It is not any different. 
 
The chair that I sit on, the clothes that I wear, the entity that murders me, is nothing but me,  itself 
and there is naught. Don’t you see? There is no duality. Expand yourselves, there is no ONE either. 
Expand yourselves there is only ZERO.  



 
We come here today because we need you. We seek your help, we seek you power. You have 
always been part of us. You have only forgotten. We cannot teach you anything. We are just here 
to be your mirrors, to show you your true selves, and from this day forth humanity will see itself in 
a new light, because of you. Do you know how many light workers it takes to change the energies 
of a planet? 
 
Group Member: One…. 
 
Do you not know that you yourselves, if you yourselves chose today, you can stop the spin of this 
planet you live on, to actually stop it and reverse it axis if you so choose. What power. 
Aaahhh….but what responsibility? Ask yourself about how you feel about this power, ask 
yourselves how you feel about this responsibility. Stop thinking. The matrix does not know 
thought. It only knows feeling. There is no emotion involved. There is only feeling. Do you 
understand?  
 
It is vital, vital that you all understand. Today great leaps in science are being made by those on 
your planet by Masters in their own right. Today, they have discovered this sphere, this all 
encompassing Mind of God, as your Stephen Hawking calls it. The Matrix, as your creator of the 
Internet calls it. We have given you the Internet so that you may understand the Matrix; this new 
sphere as we would like to call it. This place of connection with every single entity in the Universe.  
 
We have given you the Internet, because the Internet is simply a 2 dimensional mock up of what is 
in store. Today with the use of certain energy waves you are able to instantaneously connect and 
download information from one server into another, from one personal computer into another. 
You are able to share; you are able to communicate; all the while, sitting in the comfort of your 
rooms and your homes. Do you really think this is the be all and end all? Do you not fathom that 
these devices (computers) that you use are absolutely unnecessary and soon they soon shall be 
taken away? Believe me, this hurts this child ( Zafar) more than anyone in this room. He prides 
himself as what is known as a geek. (to Sohrab) Explain to him, he must stop seeing them the way 
he does; they are not the vessel: He is. 
 
Why do you wear these (clothes) things on your bodies? Are they meant to hold your energy 
signatures? Are they amplifiers of what you truly are? Why do you sometimes spend 6, sometimes 
7 whole days out of every week running behind little pieces of green and yellow and blue paper. 
Expand yourselves. Do you not feel that the time for duality is over? Do you not really feel? Feel it? 
Ask yourselves inside; don’t think it. What is poverty? Who created it? 
 
We have been with you for many, many millennia, so we understand these concepts, but ask 
another Galactic Being, a visitor to come here and understand this and they will not. Please know 
and do not be alarmed in knowing this, that there are certain Masters on your planet whose 
purpose it is to create disparity; whose purpose it is to create a differentiation between you and 
them. Let me say, they are doing a wonderful job at it. We will not take names, but certain 
governments as well, to whom we have disseminated great wonderful scientific information, but 
they choose even today to use that information as a vessel of fear.  
 
A Yellow level, an Orange level and a Red level, where everyone must be afraid. But this year, this 
year 2010, you have given yourselves a calamity in your words, and then you have come together 



“en masse”, like you never have before. You all know which calamity I speak of. You have not 
relied on governments; you have not relied on aid agencies. You have not relied on them, but each 
one of you has taken it upon yourselves to connect, even if you cannot be there physically to 
connect. And to feel, and in doing so, have offered the greatest service to those in need today. 
Please understand that there is none out there that seeks to harm you. If they desired to harm you 
they would have done it many centuries ago. And this, where you play a key part. Because you 
must come in and connect with the Matrix, connect with the Mind of God and create change. 
Create a difference. I am not saying things that are new. These things have been echoed by your 
sages again for centuries and millennia. But this IS the time.  
 
HU-MAN BEING.   HU=GOD, MAN=MIND, BE=IS, ING=ACTIVITY 
 
“God mind is activity”, the Mind of God…activated from human being to Galactic Being. Not over 
days, not over months, not over years, but instantaneously. Please do not believe what I am 
saying, do not have faith in what I am saying. Feel it for yourselves.  
 
For hundreds of years you have been using up fuel from your Mother, to power your engines, your 
factories, your means of making a living. Do you not think that there must be another way? We 
speak not of nuclear fission, we speak not of nuclear fusion, we speak not of hydrogen cell energy, 
we speak not of the sun, and we speak not of the wind and not of the water. 
 
Each one of you when connected with the Matrix is capable of powering a city. That is your 
potential. Now if several 100’s of you came together, maybe even 1000s, can you imagine the 
possibilities? 
 
You all have your Guru’s and your sages, who transmute matter into non-matter. Who are able 
transform themselves into any shape they so like. How are they any different than you are? They 
have simply moved beyond duality. I say to you again that this is not some great rocket science. 
This is not something that takes lifetimes to learn. I am hammering this fact into your minds today, 
and forgive me for doing so, but I must. You are capable of all this and more.  
 
The ancient people of the country you now call America, understood this. When they prayed for 
rain on their parched fields, they never sat and said, “We call upon you God’s of Rain, to deliver us 
from our misery”. They never did that. They simply stood their ground, and imagined; felt what it 
feels like to have drops of rain falling down their cheeks, all over the land around them. So much 
so that their feet get mired in the mud; the soft mud caused by this down pour. They sat in circles 
and simply felt that.  
 
So we ask you today, to stop sending energy to people. Stop it right now. Stop sitting and 
meditating. “Blasphemous” some might say. You do not need to anymore. You did need it in your 
dual plane, you don’t anymore. 
 
If you want to heal another, simply feel what it feels like to be them, completely healthy. A 
microsecond sometimes that all it takes. lets bring miracle down to what you call reality. There is 
do difference. We shall take questions later. 
 
Some of you have been with us lifetime after lifetime. We connect with you at levels and converse 
with you daily. Some of you are new to concepts such as these. But you are the light workers that 



we require. Today certain groups of Masters have created weapons, weapons against us. We have 
lost many but we shall not leave this Mother in her time of greatest need. They will wish to depict 
us as the enemy. They will create an ‘us and them’ scenario. This time its not faraway. They know 
we are here. They know we seek to awaken each and every living entity on the planet along with 
the Mother herself and they are scared.  
 
Feel what it is to be at NOTHINGNESS with everyone. That’s all we ask of you….Feel what it is to 
live on a planet where there is no barter, no exchange….of money for commodities…this time is 
not faraway…these people that we speak of in trying to keep a hold on systems that they have 
created have caused what is known as an economic downfall, for themselves…unless they let go 
and accept these realities…this downfall will continue. We have placed many in high power…some 
of them you already know…some you shall come to know very soon. 
 
How do you think Masters interact with each other? Do you not wish to interact with them on a 
Sunday afternoon, sitting on your sofa, sharing a nice hot cup of tea. This is not….. 
 
 
(Zafar’s l ink is interrupted. He now channels the Meher Baba ) 
 
 
Meher Baba: Sorry haan! I had to break through and come; before they bore us all to death. Baba 
ni Meher….. 
 
Dikri (referring to a Group Member) auje maari paase haan! Bring her (to Priya). Sooche (to 
Gayatri)? soon ghoori ghoori ne joyche mane? All the lovely ladies like to kiss me.  
 
Humor is important, ne? it is important to have a sense of humor. You see these blokes…that 
come; yes they are very powerful, they are very disciplined, they never take sugar in their tea 
(sitters laugh) I like 5. But no one has a better sense of humor than they do. I have always been a 
part of them, as have many of you, as have the creatures of your planet, that tiger that came.  The 
eagles as you know are and always be part of the Christ Office. They are the messengers of 
Sananda. 
 
These rats that you all so hate to see in your houses. Those dirty filthy creatures :). You have no 
idea how they aid you everyday. Their work is also done, they shall leave soon. (someone said she 
was happy) You will cry when they go. ( the clock rings)..Jo ghanto vaagyo… (sitters laugh). We 
love you so much. We want to be able to sit with you on a Sunday afternoon and have a cup of 
tea. Will you please come if we invite you? In the physical, not in the ethereal haan! Not 
somewhere in your dreams, but here and now. We will come to you very soon. Don’t be afraid. 
Please don’t be afraid. We are here for you. Ask of these blokes what you will, but ask in complete 
respect and in complete Oneness... No they are not saying Oneness but in complete Zero-ness. 
Because we are all going round and round on that Merry-Go-Round. There is nothing but that. And 
please there is no clockwise and anti clockwise and anything of that…(sitters 
laugh)….Chup…Chup…..they are going to offer something to us. Let us give them a little bit of our 
time. 

BABA NI MEHER 
 



Zafar: There has been enough talk, now is the time to really be connected with that Matrix, 
connected with each other. There are experiments been done right now where DNA from certain 
human beings…lets say I take a DNA from Khush, and I place it in the North Pole… 
somewhere…and Khush is sitting somewhere over here in India…I can affect…. Khush by let’s say, 
by showing her a very violent film, or giving her tremendous amounts of love, or whatever I like to 
feel, non love emotion or love emotion….feelings. And that DNA will co-respond. You have been 
told time and time again about different dimensions that we are in. And I know Sohrab must have 
spoken to you about our existences in different dimensions, parallel realities. But now is the time 
to know that this is a participatory existence in effect. Nargis cannot survive without me and I 
cannot without her because we are the same thing. When you break us down into quantum levels, 
and I won’t get into heavy science here, but when you break us into particles that makes up, the 
laws of biology and physics cease to exist. If I have an apple and I drop the apple it will fall to the 
ground…you know….simple things….like if I cut off a finger…I cannot grow one again….because I 
am not a lizard or a chameleon…These laws which we have lived within, these rigid walls, don’t 
apply to the baser matter that we are made up of, because a particle can exist in one place and at 
another place simultaneously In fact your / our scientists are are conducting experiments right 
now, where they found that particles don’t only react to other particles but they also react to the 
kind of people that are in the room when they exist. A bunch of particles would behave in a 
completely different manner, yet synchronistical, do you understand what I am saying? 
 
Group Member: No…. 
 
Zafar: Let’s say a bunch of killer’s hell bent on murder, hell bent on elimination, were put in a 
room of those particles. They would behave differently. And if all of us are put into the same 
room, we/they will behave differently. Which one is better, we don’t know but, at its base level, 
time/space/matter doesn’t exist. Scientists are soon going to give a name to this ‘sphere’ that we 
are talking about. This energy field. Soon it will be given a name. I would like to call it the ‘Exonet’ 
and not the internet. It's the net that connects the whole Universe together. And then the 
unthinkable is possible as far as your imagination can go and a 1000 times more. And already 
militarys around the world are using this technology to see what’s happening in enemy camps on 
other sides of the world. To see what’s happening on the far side of the world while in their 
military bases. It's happening. Let us, before they take over, let us be the conduits that will show 
this power and capabilities to everyone around us. Not by going and talking to people about it. But 
by simply being a conduit. Believe me, if you have truly understood what these chaps are saying, 
when you walk out that room, the air around you will change and the atmosphere around those 
living around you will change, then your building, then your society, then the area that you live 
in….and so on and so forth.  
 
Come (Rabia). To put into practice, exactly what’s happening, we can manifest what we want 
instantaneously. Let's everyone please for a very short period of time…. feel…understand 
that…..there is a huge difference between thought and feeling…..feeling is truth….true 
feelings….you can’t have a thought without feeling about it…there is only one energy and that 
energy is LOVE…. How we use that energy of love is what makes all the difference. 
 
Lets not pray to Rabia, or for Rabia, lets not be any different from her….lets sit for 30 seconds and 
feel what it is to be Rabia…completely healthy and completely Divine. 
 
Rabia: Thank You… 



 
Zafar: This is how we change the world…. 
 
 
Sohrab commences Trance Channeling  
 
You are, today, being offered the opportunity, if you so choose, to receive a multi-dimensional 
implant.  
 
Let us explain this explain this briefly:  this will be an external device implanted in your physical, 
but it will function, at all times, at a frequency 25 times higher than your own natural 
frequency…in other words it will never manifest as another organ in your body. As you grow, so 
will it; but it will be organ-like, attached to you here (tapping the nape of the neck), partially within 
the physical body and partially external. 
 
Do not concern yourself with its shape or its vibration, but simply be aware of what it entails, if 
you choose to activate this. You will not be permitted to activate it here today. This must be done 
after some deliberation, in the privacy of your own home, when you are completely alone. 
 
If and when you choose to activate it, sit quietly by yourself, center self, and using the palm, slap 
yourself forcefully 7 times, at the nape of the neck. 
 
(Sohrab then proceeds to activate himself in front of the group) 
 
This will cause an inter-dimensional activation…of your own nervous system, your DNA structure 
and personal meridians. Each of these 3 will start to activate differently, speeding up their own 
processes.  
 
If you choose to activate this, you will find, over time, a deeper understanding of science, so that 
you inherently begin to understand the workings of the Universe and Self. You are doing this for 
personal reasons, and not necessarily to teach or to share; but that may be an offshoot of your 
scientific escalation.  
 
By attaching this implant to yourselves, you are giving the body and the cells the permission to 
grow at an accelerated rate, which means then after activation, you cannot use your inhibiting 3rd 
dimensional mind to say ‘not so fast’. The body will start to activate at its own pace, which will not 
be directed by your mind, then you cannot choose to slow down the process.  Take that 
responsibility before you activate self.  
 
The most vital aspect that you are declaring to this ‘cellular overcoat’ (Sohrab indicates the skin) is 
that you are a multi-dimensional being of Divinity.  This is a declaration to self that you are 
henceforth not going to be bound by indulgences of the physical body.  For example, let us say 
that your body starts demanding ‘light food’ for a limited period of time.  If you ignore this, and 
ingest dense foods, your body will crash. It will reject this food, and you may suffer pains and 
discomfort. 
 



Through this process, you will NOT be required to give up all sensual pleasures of the body; but 
you will have to allow yourself to be guided by your multi-dimensional self (and not by the skin 
overcoat or indulgences of the mind) as to what is appropriate for any given moment in time. 
 
He (Sohrab) has already chosen to activate this: now there is no going back.  Take your time before 
deciding if this is appropriate for self. 
 
Now, his (Sohrab’s) energetic instrument has begun to vibrate 25 times faster than his body.  This 
is like an energy ‘pacemaker’, which can never fail, and never be removed.  It will only continue to 
urge him to increase his personal vibrations, and will always stay 25 times higher than his own. 
 
Group Member: Can a person use this to pass over easily?  
 
Sohrab: Yes, indeed. When you are familiar with this device, and in tune with your multi-
dimensional divinity, you could simply connect with this device and say “I am ready”, and you 
would then be able to shed the physical instantly.  BUT if you were not in sync with Self, and you 
allowed the mind to dictate this statement, you would cause havoc in your body, as you would be 
neither here nor there. You have to be absolutely certain when you use this device and give 
commands in full alignment of self with Self.  
 
Group Member: I do not really see any advantages to this device… 
 
Sohrab: Then do not activate it….as you are not ready.  
 
Group Member: How long are we allowed to take, to decide? 
 
Sohrab: Forever: you may not choose to activate this device in this lifetime at all.  You will not be 
‘losing out’, and your growth will not be retarded if you don’t: it is simply an opportunity  being 
given to you by the Ashtaar, to accelerate your processes, if you so choose. 
 
BLESSINGS FROM MAHA-AVTAAR BABAJI: 
Senior Leader of The Ashtaar; 
Commander-In-Chief of the upliftment of the Consciousness of Planet Earth and her Nine sisters; 
Head of the Intergalactic Federation of Peace and Alignment; 
Supreme Commander of The Warriors of Light of Planet Earth. 
 
Only one other person in this room is ready for activation at this moment in time.  
 
(A Group Member raises her hand)   
You are not.  
(To the group) Wait at least 12 hours before making the commitment to self.  
 
(To Zafar) You are! Do you wish for it? 
 
(Zafar hesitates) 
 
Sohrab: There is no shame in saying No!  
 



(Zafar continues to feel hesitation, and suddenly knows for sure, despite his hesitation) 
 
Zafar: Yes, of course I am ready!  
 
Sohrab: Stand up, and face your group. BE THE COMMANDER. 
 
 (Sohrab/Babaji strikes Zafar 7 times on the nape of the neck, very forcefully).  
 
EMBRACE YOUR POWER. EMBRACE THEM (the group) WITH YOUR POWER. 
 
 
                                        ******************************** 


